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	 Editor's Note
Where does the time go?? Only "yesterday" I mailed out the July-August Herald and rejoiced
because it would be two months until the September Herald would have to be put together.
Well, September is here and I'm a bit late with the Herald!

	

I haven't been entirely goofing
off though . On September 6 I mailed the merger resolution, bylaws, ballot, auction and
sales circuit information to members of both SASS and Helvetia, and that's a bunch of
mailing . A lot of work by numerous dedicated people has gone into the merging of SASS and
Helvetia . The merger stuff was sent 3rd Class, but most of you should have your copy by
now. Another excuse for the lateness of the Herald . . . I also got sick the last Wed . in
August, through Labor Day, and that didn't help matters much . I can't afford the "luxury"
of getting sick ; none of us can, really .

	

In any event, here is the September Herald, a
little bit late, but hopefully welcomed by all.

The last three sales circuits have finally made their way back to Dr . Ganz, who just returned
from Europe (Switzerland, where else?) . A final 1973-1974 Sales Circuit Season Report will
be issued in the October Herald . Sales were great, easily exceeding 52,500!! Plan to
participate, both buying and selling, in the Sales Circuit during the upcoming season.

Remember, you must fill out a new Circuit information sheet for the new circuit 1974-1975
season . A copy was sent with the merger goodies.

The September Helvetia-SASS Auction list is included as an insert in this month's Herald.
Closing date is September 30, so send your bids in early.

I'll try to get the October Herald out nearer the first of the month . OK?

	

(Bob)

A SASS Welcome to the following new members :
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A Curious Cancellation
Fiscal stamps of Switzerland very often are
cancelled in ink or with violet straightline
markings -- some with a date, and others
without . But since many of these fiscals
were applied to posters that were hung in
public places, one occasionally encounters
other cancellations .

	

In the picture at
right is shown a fiscal from the Canton of
Lucern (Lucerne), "Stempelmarke" (fiscal),

10Cts., mousy gray with printing date of
6 (June) (18)99 that is still affixed to what must have been a
public announcement (and thus taxable) of some sort .

	

It bears
a light purple, dateless line cancellation of Post (cross)
Bureau / WILLISAU . Unless someone comes up with a better expla-
nation, l am offering this possibility of a solution : Any place
posting a public announcement had to cancel the fiscal stamp that
was (or had to be) affixed . At the Willisau post office the post-
master used a service cancel normally used only on official corre-
spondence (et . for this purpose . (Every Swiss post office owns at
least ONE

	

less device at any time) .

	

(E .G .)
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The Cancellations used at INTERNABA 1974
At the fifteen to eighteen windows of the special show post office at INTERNABA the following
cancellations were in use :

	

(1) All the time, and with unchangeable date for the entire
duration of the show, June 7 through 16, "CENTENARIUM UPU" .

	

(2) On June 8 ONLY the cancel
featuring the UPU monument in Bern, plus JOURNÉE DE L'UPU .

	

(3) On June 13 ONLY, commem-
orating the get-together of all regional stamp associations of the Basel area, and of the

official day for the Swiss Association of Philatelic Societies.
(4) UN-Geneva, at its wicket, provided cancellations on a
hand-back basis throughout the show . The same canceller must
have been used in Geneva because registered covers exist with
the registration label reading "Genève 11 Nations Unies ."

(5) This blue cachet was affixed on June 15 only to covers
presented to the UN station ONLY . Geneva did NOT handle this
cachet, but registered letters were taken to Geneva and
dispatched from there if posted at the show station.
All cancels reduced about 25 %.

Pictured below are the "centerfold" and the "booby" of INTERNABA : At left is the incredible
piece with SIX Basel - Doves on cover, "used up" so to speak before they became invalid, and

at right is the postally invalid, stinkily produced "trial sheet" which is now sold to rubes
for up to $9 .95 H
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SWISS EXPRESS LABELS

I . TILLEN

INTRODUCTION

	

1923 Type 4
Before listing and describin g the various

	

Characteristics
types, a word or two about the meanin g of

	

Illustrated below
Express mi g ht not be amiss and how it applies

	

Label colour :--- Pinkish Red
to the mail so labelled . In the same way as

	

Printing :— Black
in this country "Express ' is a service ensuring Wording :— EXPRESS with letters in SERIFS
speedy delivery of ur g ent mail . All items or

	

Perforation :— Pin or rouletted
articles which are posted and bear such labels size of label :— 18 x 45 mm.
are delivered specially by hand on arrival at . No. per sheet :— 50
the place of destination and apart from normal Known printing dates :— 1923
mail. Some of the examples in my collection
are on parcel forms used to post parcels to 1923 Type 5
passengers on board ships .

	

Characteristics
When i first listed my types my type num-

	

Not illustrated
bers were as I discovered them, but now I have Label colour :— Pinkish Redre-classified the types chronologically (i .e ., in 	 Printing :— Black
order of year of issue .or printing) as near as

	

EXPRESS only (large letters)can get to the correct :ars from my records Perforation :— Pin or rouletted
and findings over the years .

	

Size of label: -- 35 x 70 mm.
1907 Type 1 .

	

No . of labels per sheet or strip 15

Characteristics

	

Known printing dates :— 1923 only

Illustrated below

	

1923 Type 6
Label colour :— Red .

	

Characteristics
Word printing colour :— Black .

	

Illustrated below
Wording :-- In three lines and in three Label colour :— Redlanguages :

	

Printing :— Black
Durch Expressen

	

Wording :— EXPRESS only (small letters)Par Expres

	

Perforation :— Pin or roulettedPer Espresso

	

Size of label :— 18 x 45 mm.Size of label :— 35 x 70 mm .

	

No . per strip:— 50No. of labels per sheet orstrip
(this first issue was printed SINGLY)

	

Known printing dates :— 1923

Number printed at first printing 8,000

	

NOTE: This label is identical to Type 2 except

Known dates of printing :— 1907

	

for COLOUR

1917 Type 2

	

1924 Type 7

Characteristics

	

Characteristics

Illustrated below

	

Illustrated below

Label colour :— Orange

	

Label colour :— Red
Word printing colour :— Black

	

Printing :— Black
Wordin g, :— EXPRESS only

	

Wording :— Durch Eilboten)
Perforation :— Pin or rouletted

		

Expres — Espresso) in two lines
Size of label :— 18 x 45 mm .

	

Perforation :— Pin or rouletted
No. of labels per sheet or strip :— 50

	

Size of label :— IS x 52 mm.
Known printing dates :— 1917, 1918, 1921

	

Known printing dates :— 1924

1922 Type 3

	

1924 Type 8
Characteristics

	

Characteristics
Illustrated below

	

Not illustrated
label colour:— Orange	 Label colour:— Red

Word printing colour :— Black

	

Printing :-- Black
Wording :— EXPRESS only in LARGE Wording :—EXPRESS only in VERY LARGE

letters

	

LETTERS
Perforation :— Pin or rouletted

	

Perforation : Pin or rouletted
Size of label :— 73 x 35 mm .

	

Size of label :— 37 x 52 mm.
No. of labels per sheet or strip :— 15

	

No . per strip :— 15
Known printing dates :— 1922, 1923

	

Known dates of printing :— 1924
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1924 Type 9

	

1930 Type 13
Characteristics

	

Characteristics
Label colour :— Red

	

Label colour :— Red
Printing :— Black

	

-Priming :— Black
Wording :— Eilsendung/Expres-Espresso in two Wording :— Eilsendung, Expres, Espresso in

lines

	

TWO lines
Printing of letters of Eilsendung LARGER No . per strip :— 5

than in type 10 . Also larger than lower

	

Known printing dates :— 1930
words

	

Perforation :— Rouletted
Size of label :— 17 x 52 mm.

	

Size of label : — 34 x 18 mm.
Perforations :— Rouletted
No . per strip :— 50
Known printing dates :— 1924

1925 Type 10
Characteristics

	

1929/32 Type 14
Illustrated below

	

This typo was the first appearance of the

Label colour:— Red

	

"Lateral" big E that is the E formed the first

Printing :— Black

	

letter of the words Eilsendung, Expresand

Wording:— Eilsendung/Expres-Espresso in two sometimes also of Espresso	 Type 15)
lines

	

Characteristics
Printing of letters of Eilsendung of about same

	

Label colour :-- Red
size as lower words Expres and 'Espresso

	

Printin g :— Black
Perforation :— Ordinary

	

Wording :-- Eilsendung, Expres, Expresso in
Size of label : — 17 x 52 mm .

	

two lines with E part of two former words
No. per strip :— 10

	

only
Known printing dates :— 1925

	

Perforation :— Rouletted
Size o( label :— 17 x 48 mm.
No . per

	

10
1926 Type 11

	

Known dates of printing :— 1929, 1932
Characteristics

Illustrated below
Label colour :— Red.

	

Printing :— Black
Wording :— Eilsendung Expres

Espresso) in two lines
Letters have serifs
Size of label :— 17 x 48 mm.
Perforation :— Rouletted

	

1931 Type 15
No. per strip :— 10

	

Characteristics
Known printing dates :— 1927, 1928, 1929

		

Illustrated below
Label colour :— Red
Printing :— Black

1929 Type 12

	

Wording :— Eilsendung. Expres . Espresso on
Characteristics

	

THREE lines with lateral "E" part of each
Illustrated below

	

word

Label colour :— Red

	

Perforation : Rouletted

Printing :— Black

	

Size of label :— 34 x 18 mm.

Wording :— Eilsendung . Expres, Expresso in No. per strip :— 5

THREE lines

	

Known dates of printing :— 1931

Perforation :— Rouletted 	 NOTE : This same type identical in thickness
Size of label :— 34 x 18 mm .

	

of bars of E (2 nun .) appeared later . 1937.
No . per strip :— 5

	

with ordinary perforation and again later
Known printing dates :— 1929

	

still with thicker bars to the E (3 nun .)
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(to be continued)

EDITOR'S NOTE : This article appeared in the July and October, 1973
issues of Postal History International, 25 Meeting House Lane,
Brighton, BN1 1JS, England, and is reprinted here with the kind
permission of the publisher . The author, Mr . Ivan Tillen, is a
member of SASS . Photographs of the different types of labels on
cover will appear in forthcoming issues of the Helvetia Herald .
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Forged Swiss and Liechtenstein Cancellations
Otto Hornung, in his column, "We Understand", appearing in the May issue of THE
STAMP MAGAZINE (London), reports that "a well-organized group of forgers has been

at work in Switzerland".

Hornung's report continues : "Herr Werner Liniger, a well-known expert at the
Postal Museum in Bern, found a number of stamps with modern postmarks that aroused

his suspicion . He proved them to be forgeries, and the police were called in.

Altogether, 35 postmarks of Switzerland and Liechtenstein were forged . The for-

gers took photographs of genuine cancellations and had blocks made of the hand-

stamps.

. "The forgers bought unused stamps with hinges or damaged gum at cheap prices,

applied forged cancellations and sold them for genuine used stamps . In some cases,

the forgers did not even take the trouble to soak the gum off first.

"The forgeries are very dangerous . Although the forgers did not have a supply of

the inks used by the Post Office, it is very difficult to identify the forged
cancellations . The Swiss magazine PHILATELICA published a list of the forged

handstamps:

Basel Briefannahme ; Basel 1 Briefannahme ; Basel 2 Briefversand

(two different forgeries) ; Basel 3 Spalen ; Bern Post Museum ; Bern

Day of Issue Pro Juventute 1953 ; Bern Day of Issue Pro Juventute

1957 ; Bern Day of Issue Pro Juventute 1959 ; Bern Day of Issue Pro

Patria 1960 ; Bern Day of Issue Pro Juventute 1962 ; Bottmingen BL;

Buochs Special postal flight 1941 ; Geneve 1 Depot ; Geneve 10

Societe des Nations ; Geneve Salon international de l'automobil;
Geneve Maiden Voyage Swissair USA 1947 ; Herblingen SH ; Locerno

Special Flight Pro Airo 1963 ; Lugano i Posta Aerea ; Montreux

Conference des Capitulations ; Montreux Swiss Automobile Post

Office ' ; Murren 20th Arlberg-Kandahar-Competition ; Payerne

Special Flight 1941 ; Pontresina publicity handstamp ; St . Gallen 6
St . Fiden (1939) St . Moritz ; Zurich Automobil Post, National Ex -
hibition ; Zurich 1 Briefversand ; Zurich Airport ; Zurich 58 Air-
port, First Day Zurich 1 Briefversand.

The following postmarks of Liechtenstein were forged:

Schaan ; Vaduz, Austrian type of handstamp ; Vaduz, Swiss type

of handstamp.

"A number of the above forged cancellations exist with interchangeable dates ..

The forgeries have been put into circulation over the past three years . There-

fore, it is recommended to check ali cancellations obtained since about 1971
and, if it is worth it, have them expertized ."

A SHORT BIT OF TRIVIA CALLED SPACE FILLER !

Have you noticed the hideous grammar (and errors) in the German
language text of the U .S . INTERNABA Souvenir Sheet ??
. . . wird zu Ehren der Verband Schweizerischer Philatelistenvereine . ..

wurde zu Ehren des Verbandes Schweizerischer Philatelistenvereine . ..
The bottom 	one is correct, according to one of our German linguists.
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SWISS INTERNMENT CANCELS

AND

OTHER MARKINGS

A Preliminary Draft Published in Connection
with Remarks by Robert C . Ross at the
Collector ' s Club, New York City, on May 1,
1974,

	INTRODUCTION TO REMARKS AT COLLECTORS CLUB

	

Switzerland ; other correspondence was charged -he normal
rate less regular, domestic postage . correspondence was .re

	

These remarks arc based on a handbook in progress being 	 quired to carry the legend "Gratis" or one of these labels

prepared by Karl Sharp and myself . This booklet contains a

	

preliminary draft of that handbook and is intended merely as

	

The labels were hurriedly printed on various shades of lilac

	

a working paper and not as a definitive study . The work is

	

paper and were inscribed : " Militaires français internés en

	

incomplete in several respects, and some statements must be

	

Suiss . Gratis ." They are listed first in the franchise stamps
treated as speculation .

	

group in Zumstein's specialized Swiss catalog.

	

The frames contain only a small portion of the material avail-

	

During this war, internment mail was handled by the Swiss

	

able . I am indebted to Reverend Albert Adams for the 1871

	

Post Office . According to postal directives, cancels werenot
label on cover .

	

to be applied to the gratis labels, but only elsewhere on the
face of the cover . Nevertheless, cancelled copies exist either

	

Collectors with information on this subject are urged to

	

through error or habit on the part of postal clerks.

contact Karl Sharp at 1336 White Oak Drive, Verona,

	

Pennsylvania 15147 or me at 28 Kenmore Place, Glen Rock,

	

The normal Swiss circular or, more rarely, straight line cancels
New Jersey 07452 .

	

appear on these covers . We knew of circular cancels From
Aarau, Basel, Fribourg, Herisau, Luzern, Neuchatel, Sarnen,
Schwyz, St . Gallen and Zürich, and a straight line strike of

	

Robert C . Ross

	

Oron.

April 23, 1974
Copies of this label on cover, cancelled or nor, with proper
posting and arrival marks are scarce and are the most desir-

Swiss Internment Cancels and Other Markings ;

	

able Swiss internment camp material.
Franco Prussian War and World Wars I and II

	

Switzerland acted as an innkeeper for tens of thousands of

	

FIRST WORLD WAR (1914-1918)

	the participants of the last three great European wars . This

	

Ar the outbreak of World War I, the Swiss mobilized and

	

working paper is a preliminary study of the postal markings

	

again became a haven for combatants and refugees . Most

	

from those wars . Errors and inadequacies are certain to exist

	

internees were from France, Belgium and the United King-

	

in the material here presented ; interested collectors are urged

	

dom. In addition to guarding the borders the Swiss Army.

	

to communicate with the authors in an effort to improve the

	

was placed in charge of internment camps . Nevertheless, the
work .

	

Federal post office was responsible for delivering
most internee mail.

FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR (1870-1871)

	Military internment camps were first established in Switzer-

	

Internees were entitled to send letters and cards fret of charge

	

land during the Franco Prussian War . On February 1, 1871,

	

to addresses within Switzerland and to their homelands ; but

	

87,000 troops crossed the Swiss frontier rather than surrender

	

other correspondence abroad, special delivery lettersand
to the Prussians .

	

registered mail was charged normal postage less the normal
domestic rate . Internee mail was censored by the SwissArmy

A special label was issued by the Red Cross and printed by

	

the P .T .T . These labels were used for less than two months

	

Army personnel hand-stamped mail with a two linestraight

	

by French soldiers sending letters to Frame The Swiss

	

line mark reading "Internment des Prisonniersde Guerre
free correspondence to France	 or	 within	 or ''Kriegsgefangenen-Internierung" on	 the first line and the
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name of the camp on the second line . In some cases, the

	

Some internees attended colleges . The great majority, how-
phrase "en Suisse" or "in der Schweiz" appears on the first

	

ever, were forced to work on farms or in construction . A few
line . Mail was then delivered to the regular civilian post

	

were confined to hospitals and to the prison at Hüttw ilen.
offices where the normal, dated postmarks were applied .

The Swiss Army was placed in charge of the administration of
We know of the following postmarks on internee mail from

	

.the camps, but mail did not normally flow through the
World War I . (In addition, Strowsky lists 110 camps or

	

regular postal system . Instead, the Army used itsfieldpost
villages where French troops were interned, but it is not

	

system, and civilian cancels were not normally used . Each
known how many of these camps and villages had their own

	

camp was assigned a cancel (if it was large enough), and these
hand stamps or cancels .) Those marked with an asterisk used

	

cancels occur in several types . The last three pages in this
a straight line cancel ; we do not know the types of the

	

booklet illustrate the major types.
others .

As far as we know, no special camps were established for the
Adelboden 	 Corseaux	 Marchach

	

first wave of Polish internees ; they may have stayed for so
Aeschi p . Spiez

	

Davos-Dorf

	

Meiringen

	

short a time in Switzerland that no official action was
'Basel

	

Davos-Platz

	

Montana

	

necessary.
Farel	 Engelberg	 Mürren
Beatenberg	 Genève	 Neuchatel

	

FIRST, NO CAMP NAME MARKS
Bex	 Geneve (Centre) Oberhausen
Blonay	 Gersau

	

Oberhofen

	

The second major influx of internees began on June 16 and
Bougy-Villars	 Glion	 Oberwaid b/St . Fiden

	

17, 1940 . By June 19, the section of the Military Internees
Brunnen	 Grandvillard	 Region Oberland —

	

Post began operating under the direction of Lt . Col . Frutiger.
Caux	 Interlaken

	

Bernois

	

The first marks consisted of a double lined circle with the
Château d ' Oex

	

Kandersteg	 Salvan	 Swiss cross in the center and with the phrase " Internment de
(2 types)	 Lauterbrunnen	 Spiez	 militaires français en Suisse" in the outer ring . This hand-

'Chace! St . Denis Leysin	 St . Niklaus-Suisse

	

stamp was withdrawn in a few days because it did not indi-
'Chur 	 Loèche-Les Bains Teufen-Appenzell	 care that the mail went post free ; this short usage makes it a

Tour de Trême	 Visp (Viege)

	

'Weggis

	

very rare mark.

Vernayaz	 'Weesen

	

Wolfenschiessen
This first mark was quickly replaced with a similar mark
without the Swiss cross and with the text "Franc de port" in

The Oberland mark was for an administrative center handling

	

its place . (This mark is known both with and without the
the following camps in that area : Spiez, Interlaken,

	

small square periods in the outer circle .) The inscription
Kandersteg, Mürren, Meiringen, Lauterbrunnen, Beatenberg,

	

"Internement de Militaires français en Suisse" was not
Aeschi

	

Adelboden and perhaps Chateau d ' Oex .

	

adhered to literally because it is found on mail from Belgian
and Polish soldiers as well . Later, according to the 1940 BBZ

Military postmarks are sometime found on internee mail

	

article referred to in the bibliography, this mark was used as
although there is no official sanction for this usage .

	

an official and as a provisional marking . These two marks
(with a variation in the case of the first) are found on the first

Many items of postal stationery were imprinted for the use of

	

line of the first page of the chart.
interned troops . The Red Cross and other groups printed
various types . The British command printed a special

	

FIRST CAMP NAME MARKS
envelope, and many hotels issued special postcards .

	

Sometime before December, 1940, a third type of mark was
used . The outer text reads "Camp Militaire D ' Internement

SECOND WORLD WAR (1939-1945)

	

Suisse" or "Kriegsgefangeneninternierung Schweiz", in

As the Second
world

war began, Switzerland again

	

either sans seriffed capitals or sans seriffed capitals and lower

mobilized and opened her borders to refugees . A large num-

	

caseere letters . The Swiss camp name F
" appearsrancrs

ein the pn
We

er
beciliev

rcleeth, andd
Port " .bee of Polish troops entered Switzerland in 1939, but this

	

there are about 20 cancels of this type, and the five known togroup generally left or France or Great Britain soon there

	

us are shown on the type chart on the second and third linesafter . After the fall of France• over 50,000 French, Polish and
Belgian soldiers entered Switzerland, but a significant

	

of the first page of types.

number of the French and, perhaps, Polish soldiers left after
a treaty with Nazi Germany and Vichy France in late 1941.
As the war continued, camps were established for American
and British fliers, Italians, Greeks, Yugoslavs, escaped
prisoners (perhaps criminal internees or perhaps escapees from

	

To Be Continued i n the

Nazi prisons), and others. (No dares appear on these marks so 	 October Helvetia Herald.
chronology is somewhat speculative .)

American and British fliers were kept at the expense of their
governments at hotels, primarily : i the Bernese Oberland .
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